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(54) Scannable master slave latch actuated by single phase clock

(57) A device which includes a plurality of mas-

fer/sfave stages, each master/slave stage includes a

master segment and at least one slave segment. Each

master segment (excluding the one including a first mas-

ter/slave stage) may be actuated by either external logic

during normal operation, or by the output of a preceding

slave segment dunng a scan operation. A continuous

single phase clock provides clocked signals to a scan

FIG. 1

PRIOR ART

port, as well as the master segment and the slave seg-

ment in each of said master/slave stages. A control por-

tion deactivates logic applied to the master segments,

and actuates logic applied from the scan port to said

master segments during all scan enable periods. The

control portion also deactivates the scan port from the

master segment, and activates the logic output to the

master segments during all normal operation periods.
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Description

l

FIELD OF THE INVENTION:

The present invention relates to master-slave 5

latches in general, and more particularly to a master-

slave latch formed from a master latch portion and a

slave latch portion, both of which are actuated by a single

phase clock. Additionally, the master-slave latch config-

uration permits a scanning operation without deactivat- 10

ing the clock and an additional scan clock.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:

Fig. 1 illustrates a prior art embodiment of a master- 75

slave latch system 20. The master-slave latch system

includes a master latch portion 22 and a slave latch por-

tion 24. A logic portion 26 provides both an input 28 and

a complementary input 30 (if input 28 is HIGH, then com-

plementary input 30 is LOW, and vice versa) to the mas- 20

ter latch portion 22. The master latch portion 22 has an

output 32, and a complementary output 34, both of which

are input to the slave latch portion 24 as illustrated. The

slave latch portion 24 has an output 36 and a comple-

mentary output 38; both of which represent an output of 25

the master-slave latch system 20.

The master latch portion 22 has a complementary

write or clock segment 40 and cross-coupled latch seg-

ment 44. The complementary write segment contains an

n-channel transistor m which selectively connects the 20

remainder of the complementary write segment 40 to

ground, as well as n-channel transistors n2 and n3. The

cross-coupled latch segment contains n-channef transis-

tors n5 and n6. as well as p-channel transistors pi and

p2, combined in a well known manner. 35

The slave latch portion 24 has a complementary

write segment 48 and a cross-coupled latch segment 52.

The complementary write segment contains an n-chan-

nel transistor n7 which selectively connects the remain-

der of the complementary write segment 48 to ground, 40

and n-channel transistors n8 and n9. The cross-coupled

latch segment 52 contains n-channel transistors nlO and

n 11 , as well as p-channel transistors p3 and p4. The tran-

sistors in the master latch portion 22 and the slave latch

portion 24 are electrically connected as illustrated in Fig. 45

1.

Fig. 2 illustrates a sample clock input including a

master clock input <t>m and a slave clock input <t>5 . The

master clock input <t>m and the slave clock input <t>s are

input at the location referred to in Fig. 1 . When the master so

clock input <l>m goes high, the n-channel transistor n1 is

turned on, and a high level of electric current is permitted

to flow through it. Turning the n-channel transistor n1 on

permits effective operation of the n-channel transistors

n2 and n3, such that the values of the input 28 and the 55

complementary input 30 can be read into the master

latch portion 22. thereby enabling the master latch por-

tion 22. Assume that initially node 60 of the master latch

is at full Vdd level (node 62 will be at ground level), and

a new data from logic circuits results in input 28 being at

a high level (input 30 is at a low level). With master clock

input <Pm turning on, the voltage at node 60 (which is con-

nected to output 32) starts to drop below a level equiva-

lent to VDD-V(thf9Sh0ld) then p-channel transistor p2 starts

to turn on, and n-channel transistor n6 starts to turn off.

Consequently, node 62 is being charged toward V0D
level.

When the voltage at node 62 is raised to a high level

as described in the prior paragraph, then the p-channel

transistor pi will be turned off and the n-channe! transis-

tor n5 will be turned on, the combination of which will

tend to drive the voltage at node 60 to ground. As the

process outlined in the above two paragraphs continues,

then the voltage difference between nodes 60 and 62

increases until a voltage difference value of V0D is

reached. This process will continue even after the master

clock input <t>m goes low. However, if the polarity between

the input 28 and the complementary input 30 changes

prior to the master clock input <[>m going low, then the

relative polarities at nodes 60 and 62 will also be

reversed. After the master clock input <f>m goes low, it can

be assumed that the voltage at nodes 60 and 62 will

remain in the same contention state as it was in when

the clock input initially dropped. Therefore, the master

latch portion 22 functions as a static latch, as does the

slave latch portion 24.

For proper operation of the master-slave latch sys-

tem 20 of Fig. 1, whenever the master clock input <t>m is

high (thereby enabling the master latch portion 22), the

slave clock input <t>s should be low (thereby dis-enabling

the slave latch portion 24). This limits the voltages of the

slave latch portion 24 affecting any of the voltages in the

master latch portion 22. An operational timing sequence

between the master clock input <X>m and the slave clock

input <\\ is illustrated in Fig. 2. Only one of the two clock

inputs is high at any given time.

After the master clock input <t>m goes low, the voltage

at the slave clock input <t>3 in Fig. 1 goes high. The struc-

ture of the slave latch portion 24 is identical to that of the

master latch portion 22; and the operation is functions

the same for each respective circuit element or portion.

Using logic similar what was previously described with

respect to the master latch portion, as soon as the mas-

ter clock input <t>m goes low whil e the voltage at the slave

clock input <£
s goes high, then the values of the output

32, and the complementary output 34, will be read

directly into the slave latch portion 24 at nodes 33 and

35. respectively. The slave latch portion 24 functions as

a static latch.

One disadvantage of the configuration illustrated in

Fig. 2, is that in a large circuit formed from a large number

of master-slave latch systems 20, the time required for a

signal to travel from where the signal is produced (at an

actuator - not illustrated) to any of the distinct master-

slave latch systems can vary based upon a variety of fac-

tors including the distance therebetween; the material of

the connection to the system; etc. This difference in time

At that is required for a signal to travel from the actuator

GSI011606
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to the different master-slave latch systems 20 results in

what is known as clock skew. The clock skew is undesir-

able because it limits the ability to precisely determine

or control the time of a rais/ng edge or a falling edge for

each of the master clock input <t>m and the slave clock s

input <t>
s . Because of this uncertainty, the rate of clock

signal reversals between the master clock input <t>m and

the slave clock input <I>S cannot be performed as quickly

as is the case if the precise time of falling edge or raising

edge in both of the clocks could be precisely determined, w
In a high speed microprocessor, the reliable control

of clock skew and distribution becomes more stringent

and difficult. The cycle time reduction due to clock skew
directly decreases the useful time permitted for logic

operations. The clock skew comes from the mis-match is

of on-chip clock buffers distributed within the chip. In con-

ventional level sensitive scan design (hereinafter

referred to as "LSSO") using master latch portions and

slave latch portions as" illustrated in Fig. 1, multi-phase

clocks with specific phase relations are required for 20

proper operation. The relative phase requirement, such

as requiring non -overlapping clocks, further increases

the complexity associated with limiting clock skew.

In the article "Multigigahertz CMOS Dual-Modulus

Prescalar IC", Cong et al., IEEE Journal of Solid State 25

Circuits, October 1988, a low-power CMOS dual modu-
lus IC is described. A Nand gate which feeds into a single

flip-flop is illustrated. Both the flip-flop and the nand gate

are controlled by a single clock. There is no teaching in

the Cong et al. article of utilizing a single clock to control 30

both master and slave latches.

U.S. Patent No. 5.036,217, which issued July 30,

1991 to Rollins etal. discloses a high speed dynamic flip-

flop device. Dynamic systems are intended to function

relatively quickly using relatively little energy consump- 35

tion. However, dynamic systems in general suffer from

contention problems when left at a single state for rela-

tively long periods. The present invention relates to static

latches, in general.

Recently, high speed CMOS microprocessors have <w

been configured with a clock speed of 200MH2. The use Figs. 4a-4c
of a single phase clock has the capability of greatly sim-

plifying the distribution of the clock signal across a chip,

and reduce the associated ^clock skew. Reducing clock
skew may be accomplished by applying a single clock to 45

both the master and slave latches, thereby eliminating

uncertainty about clock timing between the master and
slave latches. However, in order to be able to operate a
microprocessor with a single clock phase, special

latches are required for proper operation. In an LSSD so

design, it would be highly desirable to be able to use a Fig. 5

single phase clock to be able to operate a master/slave

latch configuration. In addition, it would be desirable to

be able to test a master/slave latch configuration; which
is operated by a single phase clock using a scan process, ss Fig. 6

It is desirable to be able to have a great deal of cer-

tainty about when the relative timing of the falling edge
and/or the rising edge of both the master clock input <t>m
and the slave clock input 'f>s is. One technique to accom-

plish this is to provide a single phase clock which controls

both the master clock input 't>m and the slave clock input

<t>s . It would also be highly desirable to be able to provide
an efficient scanning technique for the master-slave latch

system which utilizes a single phase clock.

SUMMARY OF THE INVFTgn^

The foregoing and other problems are overcome by
a device which includes one or more master/slave

stages, each master/slave stage includes a master seg-
ment and one slave segment. Each master segment may
be actuated by either a logic portion during normal oper-
ation, or by the output of the preceding slave segment
during scan operation. A (non-stop) single phase clock

provides clock signals to a scan port, as well as the mas-
ter segment and the slave segment in each of said mas-
ter/slave stages. A control portion deactivates logic

applied to the master segments, and actuates logic

applied from the scan port to said master segments dur-

ing all scan enable periods. The control portion also

deactivates the scan port from the master segment, and
activates the logic output to the master segments during

all normal operation periods.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above set forth and other features of the inven-

tion are made more apparent in the ensuing Detailed

Description of the Invention when read in conjunction

with the attached Drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

is a block diagram of one embodiment of

a prior art master-slave system 20;

is a timing diagram showing the relation-

ship between a master clock input <t>m
and a slave clock input <£>

s ;

is a block diagram of one embodiment of

the master-slave system of the present

invention;

is a timing diagram of one embodiment
of the desired relative timing of the

present invention master-slave system
of the present invention as applied to Fig.

5, wherein Fig. 4a illustrates a standard

clock input; Fig. 4b illustrates the state of

a scan-enable complement node; and
Fig. 4c illustrates the voltage levels

applied to the gates of transistors n68'

and n69' of Fig. 5;

is a block diagram of one embodiment of

a combined plurality of master-slave sys-

tems, which are configured in such a

manner as to permit scanning; and
illustrates an alternate embodiment of a

scan clock input 304* from that illustrated

in Fig. 5.

GSI011607
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

i
.

,

In this Disclosure, elements which perform similar

functions in the different embodiment may be provided

with the same reference characters. It is preferred that s

CMOS technology be utilized in the present invention.

However, non-CMOS technology may also be applied

and will be within the scope of the present invention.

Master-Slave Configuration
w

Fig. 3 illustrates one embodiment of master-slave

latch system 100 of the present invention. The master-

slave latch system 100 includes a master latch portion

102 and a slave latch portion 104. A logic portion 106 is

provides signals to an input 1 08 and a complement input

1 10; both of which are electrically connected to the mas-

ter latch portion 102 as illustrated. The master latch por-

tion 1 02 has an output 1 12 and a complementary output

1 1 4, both of which are input to the slave latch portion 1 04 20

as illustrated. The slave latch portion 104 has an output

116 and a complementary output 118. which represent

the system outputs of the master-slave latch system 1 00.

The master latch portion 102 has an n-channei com-

plementary write or clock segment 1 20 and a cross-cou- 25

pled latch segment 124, The n-channel complementary

write or clock segment 120 contains an n-channel tran-

sistor n20 which selectively connects the rest of the com-

plementary write segment 120 to ground/including n*

channel transistors n22 and n23. The cross-coupled 30

latch segment contains n-channel transistors n24 and

n25, as well as p-channel transistors p8 and p9.

The slave latch portion 104 has a p-channel com-

plementary write or clock segment 1 28 and a cross cou-

pled latch segment 132. The complementary write 35

segment contains a p-channel transistor p10 which

selectively connects the remainder of the complemen-

tary write segment 1 28 to VDD , as well as p-channel tran-

sistors pl2 and pH. The cross-coupled latch segment

132 contains p-channel transistors pl6 and pl7, as well 40

as n-channel transistors n25 and n27. The transistors in

the master latch portion 102 and the slave latch portion

104 are electrically connected as illustrated in Fig. 3.

While the slave latch portion 24 in the Fig. 1 prior art con-

figuration may be viewed as a copy of the master latch 45

portion 102; in Fig. 3, the associated n-channel and p-

channel transistors in the complementary write seg-

ments of the master latch portion 102 are inverted in the

slave latch portion 104. This disclosure provides a

description of the Fig. 3 embodiment structure and.oper- so

ation.

The operation of the master latch portion 1 02 in Fig.

3 is identical to the operation of the master latch portion

22 in Fig. 1 ,
except that the input of the master clock input

<t>m of Fig. 1 is replaced by a clock input CLK. Each of 55

the corresponding components in the master latch por-

tion functions identically between Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. such

that the master latch portion 102 reads the values of the

input 108 and the complementary input 110 into the

respective values of the output 1 14 and the complemen-

tary output 112 whenever the value of the clock input

CLK is high. When the value of the clock input CLK is

high, the p-channel transistor p10 is off which discon-

nects the slave latch portion 104 from VDr> thereby dis-

associating the slave latch portion 104 from the master

latch portion 102.

Whenever the clock input CLK is low, the master

latch portion 1 02 becomes disassociated with input 10*8

and complementary input 110 when the n-channel tran-

sistor n20 is turned off. Therefore, whatever value the

input 108 and the complementary input 110 become

after the clock input progresses through a felling edge,

the relative polarities of the output 112 and the comple-

mentary output 114 remain as just prior to the falling

edge of the clock input CLK. When the clock input CLK

goes low, however, the slave latch portion 104 becomes

active and is able to latch the values from outputs 112

and 114 of the master latch portion 102 into respective

outputs 1 1.6, 1 1 8 of the slave latch portion 104. Note that

even though the slave latch portion 104 of Fig, 3 initially

appears to have a simitar configuration as the slave latch

portion 24 of Fig. 1 , each component (p-channel transis-

tor or n-channel transistor) of the respective complemen-

tary write segments are reversed between the two

configurations. Since the same CLK signal is applied to

both the master latch portion and the slave latch portion

in Fig. 3, this embodiment does not suffer from the AT

uncertainty which is illustrated in Fig. 2 which occurs with

the Fig. 1 embodiment. The Fig. 3 embodiment (as well

as the Fig. 6 embodiment) illustrates a static master-

slave latch system.

The operation of the slave latch portion 104 of Fig.

3 is as follows. When the output 112 and the comple-

mentary output 1 1 4 (which are actually connected to the

inputs of the slave latch portion) are input to the slave

latch portion 1 04 and the clock input CLK is low, then

VD0 is applied to the sources of p-channel transistors

pl2 and pH. Assuming that the output 112 is high and

the complementary output 1 14 is low (the reverse polar-

ities would produced a reversed analysis), then p-chan-

nel transistor p1 4 is turned on and p-channel transistor

pi2 is turned off. Turning p-channel transistor pl4 on

tends to turn p-channel transistor pl6 off and n-channel

transistor n25 on. Also, turning p-channel transistor pi 2

off tends to turn p-channel transistor p1 7 on and n-chan-

nel transistor n27 off. This configuration of n-channel

transistors and p-channet transistors being on and off

tends to raise the voltage at the output 1 1 8 to V00 (since

p-channel transistors p17. p10, and p14 are on and n-

channel transistor n27 is off); and will also tend to reduce

the voltage at the.complementary output 1 16 to ground

(since the p-channel transistors pl2 and p16 are both

off, and the n-channei transistor n25 is on.)

The above transitions may not occur instantane-

ously, but as the voltage difference between the output

1 1 6 and the complementary output 1 1 8 of the slave latch

portion 104 become more polarized in one direction, the

polarization will tend to increase due to the above

GSI011608
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described states of the n-channel and p-channel transis-
tors. Circuit simulation shows no feed-through of data
(where the present logic yalue applied to the master is
fed through to the slave when the master is deactivated
by the clock input being low) from the master latch por-
tion 102 to the slave latch portion 104. when the transi-
tion time is set at 200 psec. The relative device sizes of
n22 to P8; n23 to p9; p12 to n25; and p14 to n27 are
selected to ensure over-writing of the latches as
described below. The device size ratios can be deter-
mined in a manner similar to that employed for sizing a
write circuit for a static RAM, as described below

10

Scan Operation

Typically, there are a plurality of master-slave sys-
tems 100 such as illustrated in Fig. 3. with one master-
slave system being used for each bit of logic. The multi-
ple master-slave systems are arranged in parallel In
order to test whether each of the master-slave systems
100 is properly functioning, a scan process is utilized
such that the output of the slave latch portion of a first

master-slave system is input into the master latch portion
of a second master-slave system (and the output of the
second is fed into the input of the third, etc.) During scan
operations, a series of known inputs are applied to the
master latch portion of the first master-slave system The
outputs of each of the master-slave systems are moni-
tored, through a variety of inputs to the first master-slave
system, to determine whether the outputs are at the
desired values based upon the inputs. If one or more of
the outputs are ata non-desired value, it is relatively sim-
ple to determine which of the master-slave systems 100
•s functioning improperly. The scanning technique
becomes especially important when there are large
numbers of master-slave systems to test.

Fig. 5 illustrates two of the identical circuits as the
master-slave system illustrated in Fig. 3. plus additional
elements which are used for scanning. For this reason
each of the reference characters in the first master-slave
system 100 of Fig. 5 (which is structurally similar to the
master-slave system of Fig. 3) will be provided with thesame reference characters as used in Fig. 3. The refer-
ence characters of the second master-slave system 100'
will be provided with a primed sign('). There are several
elements in the first master-slave system 100 and the
second master-slave system 100' which are not con-
tained

I

,n Fig. 3. The remaining portion of this disclosure
will refer to the operation of the additional elements in
Fig. 5 (which will be provided with reference characters

.

numbered from 300 - 399). and how these new elements
relate to the operation of the first master-slave system
100 and the second master-slave system 100'

The new elements of the Fig. 5 embodiment include
scan override segments 300. 300\- scan input ports 302
302

;

and scan clock inputs 304. 304\ The function of thescan overnde segments 300. 300' is to cause each of the
maste, -slave systems 100. 100' lo operate in the normal
parallel-latch manner, as described above with reference

75

20

25

35

40

45

50

55

to F.g. 3. when a scan enable node SE is low (resultino
<na high output for the scan enable complement node
SE); and to cause the master-latch systems to operate
•n the scan mode when the scan enable node SE is high
(resulting ,n a low output from the scan enable comple-ment node 32). The function of the scan input ports 302
302 is to prov,de an electrical connection whereby the
value of the output 1 16 (and complementary output 1 18)of the slave latch portion 104 of the preceding master-^ave system 100 is input into the master latch portion

S!nH?h
TOSter

t
aVeSyStem100,^eado,tn^nPut

103 and the complementary input 110' being input into
the master latch portion 102") whenever the scan enable
node SE is high.

In the Fig. 5 embodiment, the respective inputs 108
108, and complementary inputs 110. 110' which are
appl-ed to the first master-slave system 1 00 and the sec-ond master slave system, respectively, results in the val-

mt Tn?K
are bf9T int° the master la,ch Por«™s

102, 102 being transferred through the slave latch por-
tions 104

.

104' using the above described process (and
values of the clock CLK) when the values of a scan ena-
ble node SE is lowjand the value of the scan enable
complement node SFis high).

In Fig. 5, the scan input port 302 includes n-channel
trans.stors n67, n68. n69 and n70; while the scan input
port 302' includes n-channel transistors n67'. n68' n69"
and n70- (the remaining discussion with reference to Fig
5 w,ll refer to the master-slave system 100' with the
assumption that a similar corresponding configuration is
utilized ,n the master-slave system 100). The n-channel
transistor n67 is controlled by the output 1 16 of the slave
latch portion 104. while the n-channel transistor r.70" is
controlled by the complementary output 1 18 of the slave
atch portion 104. The n-channel transistor n68" is
located between the n-channel transistor n67" and the
output 1 12- of the master latch portion 102'. The n-chan-
nel transistor n69' is located between the n-channel tran-
sistor n70- and the complementary output 114' of the
master latch portion 102'. The scan clock input 304'
includes a n-channel transistor n72' and a p-channel
transistor p32\ When the scan enable complement nodeSE is not enabled (the scan enable node SE is enabled)
the clock CLK signal is applied directly to the gates of n^
channel transistors n68' and n69\ and the voltage values
of the output 1 16 and complementary output 1 18 will be
read as the input to the master latch portion 102'. During
this period, the inputs to the master latch portion 1 02' will
be deactrvated (by the scan override segment 300') in
the manner described below.

Fig. 6 illustrates an alternate embodiment of the
scan clock input 304' of Fig. 5. The only difference
between the Fig. 5 scan clock input 304' and the Fig 6
scan clock input ,s the addition of n-channel transistor
n35 which .s enabled when the scan-enable node is
high. This provides an additional device capable of sup-
plying current to actuate (he n-channel transistors n68'
and n69' when .n the scan-enable mode of operation

30

GSI011609
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When the scan enable complement node 3F is ena-

bled (the scan enable node SEjis not enabled), then the

p-channel transistor p32' is deactivated, and the n-chan-

nel transistor n72' is activated. This combination will

cause the gates of the n-channel transistors n68' and 5

n69' to be grounded, and thereby deactivated. Turning

off these two transistors will limit any effect that the state

of the n-channel transistors n67* and n70' can have on

the master latch portion 102', i.e. it will disable the scan

input port 302*. w
The scan override segment 300' of Fig. 5 contains

an input scan/normal segment 340\ and an input com-

plement scan/normal segment 342*. The input scan/nor-

mal segment applies the complement logic value of node

Dl to the input 1 08' of the master latch portion 1 02' during 15

normal operation; and disconnects the node Dl from the

input 108' of the master latch portion 102' during scan

operations. The input scan/normal segment 340' con-

tains p-channel transistors p80' and p82\ as well as n-

channel transistors n80\ n81*. and n82\ When the scan 20

enable node SE is high, the p-channel transistor p80' and

the n-channel transistor n8V are off, and n-channel tran-

sistor n82' is on. VDD is thereby disconnected from the

input 108' under all circumstances, limiting the applica-

tion of any voltage to the input 108'. In addition, the n- 25

channel transistor n82* will be on, grounding the input

108'.

When the scan enable complement Sir is actuated,

both the p-channel transistor p80' and the n-channel

transistor n8V are on, and the n-channel transistor n82' 30

is off, thereby permitting the p-channel transistor p82'

and the n-channel transistor n80' to control the applica-

tion of voltage to input 108*. The voltage at node Dl

becomes the complement voltage level to the voltage

which is applied to the input 108 of the master latch por- 35

tion 102 of the Fig. 3 embodiment during normal opera-

tion. When the voltage at node Dl' is high, the p-channel

transistor p82' is off while the n-channel transistor n80'

is on; resulting in input 108' being grounded. When the

voltage at node Dl' is low, p-channel transistor p82' is on 40

and the n-channel transistor n80' is off. This results in

V00 being applied to input 108' through the p-channel

transistor p82', and the generation of a high logic level at

input 108'.

The transistors of the input complement scan/nor- 45

mal segment 342' operates in a similar manner as the

transistors of the input scan/normal segment 340'

described in the prior paragraph, by applying the com-

plement of the logic value of node TJf to the input com-

plement 110' of the master latch portion 102\during so

normal operation, and disconnecting the value of node

757 from the input 1 10' complement of the master latch

portion 102' during scan operations. The input comple-

ment scan/normal segment 342' contains p-channel

transistors p90' and p92\ as well as n-channel transis- ss

tors n90*. n91 and n92\ When the scan enable node SE
is high, the p-channel transistor p90* and the n-channel

transistor n9V are off, and VDD is disconnected from the

input complement 1 1
0' under all circumstances; thereby

disabling the input complement scan/normal segment

342*. In addition, the n-channel transistor n92' is on,

grounding the voltage at the input complement 110'.

When the scan enable complement is actuated

5 (the scan enable SE is de-activated), both p-channel

transistor p90* and n-channel transistor n9 1
' are on, and

n-channel transistor n92* is off; thereby permitting the p-

channel transistor p92* and the n-channel transistor n90*

to control the application of voltage to input complement

w 110*. The voltage at node 37' becomes the complemen-

tary voltage (VD0) to that applied to the input comple-

ment 1 10 of the master latch portion 102 of the Fig. 3

embodiment during normal operation. When the voltage

at node Ut is high, the p-channel transistor p92' is off

is while the n-channel transistor n90* is on. This results in

the input complement 110* being grounded. When the

voltage at node 75? is low, p-channel transistor p92* is on

and the n-channel transistor n90' is off. This results in

V00 being applied to input complement 1 1
0' through the

20 p-channel transistors p92' and p90\ and a generation of

a high signal level at input complement 1 1
0*.

Both the input scan/normal segment 340' and the

input complement scan/normal segment 342' may be

considered as a device functioning in tri-state (high

?5 impedance), as will be recognized by one having ordi-

nary skill in the art. Any suitable tri-state configuration

may be utilized in place of segments 340' and 342' while

remaining within the intended scope of the present

invention. The selection of the specific circuit configura-

)o tions in Figs. 3 and 5 is intended to be largely a matter

of design choice.

Rgs. 4a * 4c illustrate a sample clock CLK input in

the Fig. 5 embodiment of the present invention, and how

energizing the scan enable node SE limits the applica-

?5 ton of the clock input (as well as the logic associated

with the D I and 77/ nodes) . Fig. 4a illustrates a continuous

clock CLK signal. Fig. 4b illustrates the values of the

scan-enable complement. Fig. 4c illustrates the value of

the clock input as applied to the gates of transistors n68*

0 and n69' of Fig. 5. Note that when the scan enable node

is inactive (and the scan enable complement node SEis

active) all clock values are disconnected from the gates

of transistors n68' and n69\ Otherwise, the logic value

of the clock CLK will be applied directly to the gates of

5 transistors n68' and n69\ In the prior art scan configura-

tions, the clock input itself must be disabled when the

master/slave system enters the scan mode. In the Fig. 5

embodiment of this invention, the effects of the output of

the clock CLK upon the master/slave system 1 00 are lim-

0 ited such that the clock CLK is not required to be turned

off during the scan mode. Not only does turning off the

clock in the prior art configurations require added cir-

cuitry, but it also produces extraneous electromagnetic

radiative signals which can effect operation of, and elec-

> tronic signals located in, other sensitive portions of the

circuit. Since the clock is permitted to continually run in

the present invention, such electromagnetic radiative

signals are not produced.
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The use of the single phase clock as described

herein furthermore beneficially limits the timing uncer-

tainties resulting from clock skew, as described previ-

ously with respect to the prior art.

5

DEVICE SIZE

In order to provide proper operation of the Fig. 3 cir-

cuit, it is important that certain of the devices (transistors)

be sized with respect to other devices in order to ensure io

proper operation of the entire circuit. There are some

basic premises which should be followed when sizing

such devices. By example:

1 . A p-channel transistor which is the same si2e as 15

an n-channel transistor can conduct only half of the

current. Therefore, if it is desired to design a circuit

with similar characteristics between the n-channel

and the p-channel devices, then it is important to

design the p-channel device to be twice the size of 20

the n*channe! device.

2. For writing a "zero" {ground level) into the master

latch, the equivalent n-channel pull-down strength

(n22 and n20 in series) is chosen to be equal or

greater than that of the hold-up p-channel device p8. 25

Thus, the switching node 1 1 2 in Fig. 5 can be quickly

discharged to a level of (1/2 VD0 ), once the clock

input activates n-channel write circuit. The 1/2 VD0
bias will initiate a self-regenerating process in the

cross-coupled master latch, and can reliably dis- 30

charge the switching node 1 12 toward ground level.

Similarly, for writing a "one" into the slave latch, the

equivalent p-channel pull-up strength (p10 and p12

in series) is also chosen to be about the same
strength as that of the hold-down n-channel device 35

n26. Thus, the switching node 116 in Fig. 5 can be

quickly charged to 1/2 VD0 level, once the clock input

activates the p-channel write circuit. Then, a self-

regenerating action of the slave latch will pull-up

node 1 1 6 to a Vdd level. 40

An example of a circuit device size design which sat-

isfies the above design requirements follows. It is

assumed that each of the^imensions are taken in urn,

and all devices have the same channel length of 0.25Mm. 45

Those transistors which are designed at 5]im in Fig. 5

are n26 and n27. Those transistors which are sized to

be 1 0um are n80, n81
, n90, n9l n24, n25, n22 t

n23, n67,

n68, n69
(
n70. n20, n82, n92. p8. p9. p16. and pl7.

Those transistors which are sized to be 20 urn- are n72, so

p80, p82, p90, p92, p10. pl2, p14 and p32. While the

above provides one potential size configuration for the

transistors, it is also possible to have other relative size

configurations which fall within the above design crite-

rion, if it is desired to have a different sized circuit, the 55

above sizes can be scaled appropriately.

While the invention has been particularly shown and

described with respect to a preferred embodiment

thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art

that changes in form and details may be made therein

without departing from the scope and spirit of the inven-

tion.

Claims

1. A master/slave latch circuit comprising:

a master latch including a first cross-coupled

inverter portion and a n-channel complementary

write circuit;

a slave latch whose input is an output from said mas-

ter latch, the slave latch includes a second cross-

coupled inverter portion and a p-channel comple-

mentary write circuit; and

a single phase clock, which actuates said n-channel

complementary write circuit and said p-channel

complementary write circuit.

2. The master/slave latch circuit as described in claim

1 , wherein said n-channel complementary write cir-

cuit comprises:

a pair of n-channel transistors having their sources

selectively connected to Vdd via an n-channel

switch, the n-channel switch being controlled by said

single phase clock.

3. The apparatus as described in claim 1 . wherein said

p-channel complementary write circuit comprises:

a pair of p-channel transistors having their sources

selectively connected to VD0 via an p-channel

switch, the p-channel switch being controlled by said

single phase clock.

4. A circuit arrangement comprising:

one or more of master/slave stages, each mas-

ter/slave stage including a master segment and at

least one slave segment, each master segment,

excluding a master segment associated with the first

master/slave stage, may be actuated by a signal

from external logic in a first mode of operation, or by

an output of a preceding slave segment during a

second mode of operation;

a continuous single phase clock signal which pro-

vides clocked signals to a scan port, as well as to

the master segment and the slave segment in each

of said master/slave stages; and

control means, utilizing said scan port, for deactivat-

ing signals applied to said master segments, and

actuating signals applied from the scan port to said

master segments when in said second mode; said

control means further deactivating said scan port

from said master segment, and activating said logic

output to said master segment, when in said first

mode.

5. The circuit arrangement as described in claim 4, fur-

ther comprising:

clock limiting means for I imiting the application of the

clock signal to the scan port during periods when
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